
 

PLAYER:   Min-woo  Park   TEAM:    NC DINOS -  KBO  #:  2  REPORT #:   1  INNINGS:  36  OFP:   54 

 

POSITION:  2B/LF  HT:  6’1  WT:  176  BAT:  L  THROW:  R  AGE:  27  DATE OF REPORT:  5/12/2020 
 

TOOLS  P  F  COMMENTS  APPROACH:   PULL  -   BALANCED   -   OPPO 

HIT  60  65 

Level swing with + bat speed. Keeps bat in the zone a long time. ++ 
bat control, + situational hitting, + bat to ball skills. Goes with pitch, 
keeps hands back well on offspeed.. Able to spray balls to all fields. 
VERY Tough K. Chokes up a few inches on bat. Looking to put balls in 
the gaps/find holes to utilize speed. 1B/2B hitter. Hits FBs very well. 

STANCE:      OPEN,     SQUARE,     CLOSED, 
TALL,    BALANCED,    CROUCH,    WIDE,  
LOW HANDS,    HIGH HANDS, 
HANDS AWAY,    BAT ON SHOULDER  

RAW 
PWR 

30  40 
Some RAW PWR hidden in here, but won't really tap into it often at all 
with his choked up LD/GB approach of spraying balls around the field 

STRIDE:    NO STRIDE,    BIG LEG KICK, 
SMALL LEG KICK,   TOE TAP,   DIVES IN  
LOWER:      HIPS FIRE,  HIPS STIFF, 
OFF FRONT FOOT,      + WEIGHT SHIFT  
FOOT DOWN:    EARLY,   ON TIME,   LATE   

GAME 
PWR  25  30 

Sneaky Pull PWR. When he drops the bat head, which doesn't happen 
often. Chance to add a bit of PWR with a changed approach as he 
ages/loses some speed.  

PLATE 
DISC 

60  60 
Great understanding of the strike zone. Willing to wait for a pitch he 
can hit hard. Willing to hit w/ 2 strikes. Gets \into great hitters counts 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:  Athletic frame, 
Lacking some physical strength, very strong 
hands/wrists. Looks to be slightly bigger than 
the listed weight of 176. Strong legs, No 
glasses, No known injuries. Similar body styles 
to Jeff McNeil/Joey Wendle  

PITCH 
REC 

65  65 
Have yet to see him get fooled. Picks up pitch early out of the hand. 
Has a plan at the plate & sticks to it. Understands P plan of attack 

FIELD  60  60 
Soft hands and quick feet around the 2nd base bag on DPs. Gets rid 
of the ball quickly. Plays hops well, Put himself in a good position to 
make plays. Instincts, with a good 1st step. + Footwork  

RANGE  60  60 
Moves well to Left, slightly better moving up the middle. Charges ball 
with authority to cut down hops 

STRENGTHS: Incredible bat control. Short 
compact stroke.  +Bat speed. Great eye at the 
plate, High baseball IQ, Spark plug, Uses the 
whole field, Works deep into counts, confident 
w/ 2 strikes, BB just as often as K, Quick 
feet/transfer at 2B bag for DPs, helping hide 
poor ARM STR. Table setter, +Baserunner, + 
speed. Seems to be in the right position 
defensively. Hits FB very well. Not fooled by 
spin. Willing to bunt/move runners. 

ARM 
STR 

35  40 
Good arm action, mechanics. Will drop arm to ¾ slot at times losing 
some power on throws. Arm strength is lacking, limits him to 2B/LF.  

ARM 
ACC 

55  55 
Most throws are on target to go with his quick release, helps make up 
for his lack of ARM STR 

RUN  65  65 
Picks up speed base to base, quick out of the box, fluid natural 
runner 

STEAL  60  50 
SB ability. Has yet to show it, track record of high # of SB w/ high 
success rate, SB rates declining past few years.  

WEAKNESSES: Trouble w/ low & in FB/CH, roll 
overs 2nd often. Poor arm strength. Not a PWR 
threat. 2B/LF limited defensively, can become 
an avg LF with instincts, Reads to the ball, ARM 
will be challenged often. SBs have been on a 
steady decline, hasn't attempted yet in 2019 but 
the speed still plays on basepaths 

BASERUN  65  65 
Instinctive base runner.  Will take extra bases if given the chance. 
Good reads off the bat, Runs very well base to base, takes strong 
aggressive turns around bags 

ATHLETE  60  60  Athletic, hop in his step, active around the field and on basepaths 

 
RUN TIMES:  HM to 1st:  4.12 sec  HM to 2nd:  7.87 sec  HM to 3rd:  11.5 sec  SB 2nd: 3.43sec  1st to 3rd:   N/A  2nd to HM:   N/A 

 

REPORT SUMMATION:  9th season in the KBO, lots of experience. Plays the game hard and with passion. A leadoff hitter who puts a lot   

of pressure on a defense ready to step in for a playoff caliber team and start at 2b right away. Potential to work in LF with his baseball 

instincts and speed. Challenges pitchers with every pitch Very tough to strike out, looking for contact but not sacrificing ability to barrel up  

balls consistently. Will be a productive top of the lineup hitter and provide DEF at 2nd and intangibles to play LF if needed. With teammate  

Sung-bum Na expected to be posted this offseason, Park should have his chance to be posted after the 2021 KBO Season.  

 

MLB COMP:  Orioles 2B Brian Roberts   ELIGIBLE TO BE POSTED:  2020  REPORT BY:  JAKE TILLINGHAST 

 


